
DO
away with-get rid, abolish
down-get the better of
for-destroy, kill
in-kill
out-clean, redecorate
up-fasten, wrap up
with-get on with, tolerate
GET
across-become on the bad terms with (delovati, imeti uspeh, narediti vtis)
along-get on (napredovati)
at-reach, mean (doseèi, podkupiti)
away-escape (oditi, zbežati)
by-pass, survive
down-swallow (a thing)
down to-begin working on
going-begin moving
in-arrive (vstopiti)
off-begin a journey (izstopiti)
off with-become friendly
on-manage, make progress
over-overcome (premagati)
round-coax (dobrikati)
round to-find the time to deal with
through-finish or use up, get contact
on for-nearly
out of-ecsape from doing
on with-continue
GIVE
away-hand over (a secret)
-away-thing given to someone
in-hand in (a document)
it so someone-punish him
off-produce and emit
on to-watch something
out-emit, announce
over-devote
tongue-bark
up-cease, surrender
way-yield
GO
ahead-willing to try new methods (napredovati)
along with-agree with, accompain
back to-date from
by-be guided
down-sink
down with-become ill, cacth a cold
far-to like, to attack
in for-compete (tekmovati, gojiti, ukvarjati se)
into-become a member (vstopiti, pridružiti)
off-explode, stop liking, turn sour
on-continue
out-broadcast (ven iz mode, umreti)
out with-have a companipon of opposite sex
over-examine
round-visit
through with-complete (prodreti)
up-rise in price
with-to match (spremljati, skladati)
KEEP
at-vztrajati
away from-avoid



down-keep low in amount of number
fit-be healthy
in with-remain on good terms with
on-continue
under-repress (tlaèiti koga, ukrotiti)
up-progress same as the others
up with-
MAKE
for-try to reach
good-become successful
it-be successful
it up- (nadoknaditi, pobotati se)
it up to someone-compensate him
love-we all know what it means
off with-steal
out-write out
over-convert for a new purpose
up-prepare, decide
PUT
across-succeed in comunication
away-put into prison
by-save for the future use
down-snub, have destroyed
in-make (an appearance)
in for-apply for
it on-pretend an imotion
off-postpone, make excuses, try to avoid
on-stage (a play), increase
out-extinguish
over-put across
up-raise the price, make
up to-instigate (a person) in
up with-tolerate
TAKE
away-remove or carry away, subtract
down-write down
in-understand, include, deceive
life-kill
off-take from the body, imitate
on-undertake (work), engage
out-obtain, get issued, destroy
over-take control of (a bussiness)
to-adopt as a habit or custom (privzeti)
up-take as a hobby or bussiness
take up with-begin associate with
after-to resemble (a parent; biti podoben)
for-mistake for
TURN
away-refuse admittance
down-refuse it
on-start the flow of
out-empty
OTHERS
blow up-explode
call on-go and visit
carry on-continue
come apart-break into pieces
come round-regain consciousness
cut up-upset
fall out-have a row, quarrel
fall through-fail, come to nothing
let off-allow to go free



look after-take care of
look for somebody-try to find, search for
look in-pop in, pay a short visit
look up-find its meaning
pull down-demolish


